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.; l'lABELlNG FOR APPLYING 
‘ ', WRAP-AROUND LABELS 

Sidney Carter, Shrewsbury, Mass., assignor to Geo. J. 
Meyer ‘Manufacturing C0.,'¥Cudahy, Wis., a corpora 
tion: of Wisconsin 

Application June 26,1956, Serial No. ‘593,879 
' - ‘42 (Cl. 216-‘-13) 

Thisinvention pertains to labeling machines, and more 
especially to a machine for applying a wrap-around type 
of‘la'bel, that is to say, a label which extends more than 
half way around the article which’ is being labeled and 
including labels which‘ extend all the way around the 
anticle and even overlap. Labels of this type are com 
monly applied to'bottle necks, ‘for instance, to the ‘neck 
portionsof ketehup‘bottles. 

While- eertain features of the invention are of broader 
utility, ‘the invention‘ is herein described by way of ex 
ample as: embodied in‘ a machine designed to apply labels 
simultaneously to a plurality of‘ articles' Hereinafter 
for convenience but without- limitation, such articles will 
be referred ‘to as f‘b‘ottles,” and the apparatus disclosed 
is o'ftlrat ‘type wherein the bottles are moved uninter 
ruptedly" along‘, a, predetermined path, for instance along 
a'rectilihe‘ar path along which they are moved by a con 
tinuously moving‘, conveyor. Such a- machine is illus 
trated 'forihstance in the copending- application of Sid 
ney T) Carter, '?led December‘ 5, 1955, Serial No. 
551-,0'1-2. ? - ‘ i _ , 

It‘ is-a' commonpractice, in applying. labels to articles, 
first to~contact the mid-portion of the adhesively coated 
label‘ with the article and then to apply pressure, for 
instance by means of a yieldable wiper element for 
bringing‘ the entire label intov adhesive contact with the 
bottle. However, the usual pressure type wiper, which 
moves radially with reference'to the bottle, does not suf 
?'cefto- carry' the lateral end portions of a wrap-around 
label into” contact, with, what here may" be termed the 
“rear‘side” of‘; the bottle, and especially when such end 
portions must be overlapped. ‘To accomplishv this op 

I erati‘on itis necessary to‘ employ auxiliary. wiper means, 
for-example wipers/movablev inopposite directions about 
thebdttle- and» which, in succession, engage and wipe 
down the opposite end‘ portions" of the label. However, 
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when-the bottle to, be labeled is moving along a. pre- ‘ 
‘determined path without interruption and especially, in a 
machine in which labels are applied simultaneously to 
‘a: plurality of? bottles-so‘ moving, it has not yet hereto 
fore» been considered practical to apply labels of the 
wrap-around type because of- the di?iculties involved in 
adhering" the ‘opposite ends- of ‘the label to the bottle 
neclcwhile‘the bottle is ‘moving without interruption. 
The present invention has for its object the provision 

ofnove‘l wiper‘means for applying wrap-around labels 
to bottles. A further object is to provide means for 
applying wrap-around labels to bottles while the latter 
are moved‘ uninterruptedly along a predetermined path. 
A further object is to provide means for wiping the op 
posite end portions of a wrap-around label to each, re 
spectively, of. several articles, simultaneously as they 
move uninterruptedly along said path. A ‘further object ~ 
is to provide novel means for simultaneously adhering 
a plurality of' labels, one of which is of the wrap-around 
type, .to the. same face of .a bottle. A further object 

to provide novel means operativte, by a brushing ac 
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tion, to smooth an adhesively-coated‘label of the wrap 
around type into adhering contact with the bottle. A 
further object is to provide wiping means in ‘the form 
of a rotary brush so ‘arranged and so actuated as to 
sweep successive tufts of bristles over the label, whereby 
to cause the label to be smoothed down into adhering 
contact with the article. A1 further object‘ is to pro 
vide wiping means comprising rotary bristle brushes‘ ar 
ranged? to turn in opposite directions and so that the 
bristles of one brush contact one end portion o'f‘a label 
and the bristles of the other brush contact the opposite 
end portion ofthe label. A further object is to provide 
wiping means for use in a machine which applies labels 
'to' bottles while‘ the latter are moving uninterruptedly 
and comprising brush type wipers which turn in opposite 
directions andv which contact‘ the label successively, 
thereby ?rst to wipe one end of the‘ label and then the 
opposite end. A further‘ object is to provide a rotary 
wiper brush and means for rotating it while‘ con 
co‘mitantly moving it back and‘ forth ‘toward and from 
the path along which the bottles; to be labeled‘ are pro 
gresse‘cl.v A further object is to provide wiping means 
comprising a pair of brushes‘ rotating‘ in opposite di 
i'6ClliOI1S'_aI1d which are mounted upon a carrier'which 
moves‘ in an orbital path thereby to move the brushes 
toward and from the path of motion of the bottles which 
are to be labeled. A further object is to provide wiper 
brushes in two groups, wherein the number of brushes 
in each group corresponds ‘to the number of bottles‘ to 
which labels are applied at'the same time. , Other and 
further. objects and advantages of the invention will be 
pointed out in the following more detailed description 
and by reference to the accompanying drawings, wherein 

Fig. 1 is‘ a diagrammatic front elevation of a labeling 
machine of the‘. type wherein bottles to be labeled are 
moved uninterruptedly along a rectilinear path and while 
they are so'mo'ving, labels are adhered‘ simultaneously 
to the same side of a plurality of bottles, and diagram 
matically‘indicating the location‘ of the wiping means of 
the present invention. 

Fig. 19' is a fragmentary elevation, to larger scale than 
Fig. 1,‘ diagrammatically illustrating the pickers and grip 
?ngers and some of the associated parts; 

Fig. 2, isa plan view of the machine shown in Fig. 1; 
Fig; 3 is a fragmentary plan view‘ to larger scale ‘than 

Fig.‘ 2; diagrammatically showing a portion of a conveyor 
with‘ ‘articles thereon to be labeled and showing pres 
sure type wipers atone side‘ of the conveyor and brush 
type wipers accordingv to‘ the present invention arranged 
at the opposite’ side of the conveyor, the brush type 
wipers being shown in their non-active or retracted po 
sition; ' > _ 

Fig. 4i is a‘ view similar to Fig.‘ 3, but showing the 
brush type wipers as occupying their operative positions 
and at about the‘mid-portion of the wiping stroke; 

Fig. 5- is a view similar to Fig. 4, but showing the 
brush type'wipers as. having completed their wiping 
stroke; ‘ ' 

Fig. 6 is' a plan view to larger scale showing a maga 
zine structure‘ useful in the practice of the present in 
vention, and which has magazine compartments‘designed 
to hold body and ‘neck labels in readiness for the appli 
cation of‘ labels simultaneously to three bottles; 

Fig. 7 is a front elevation to larger scale than Fig. 
18-, showing a. label picker of the type useful in a ma 
chine of the present invention; ‘ ' 

Fig. 8 is a side elevation of the picker of Fig. 7; 
Fig. 9 is a vertical section, transversely of the con 

veyor, showing grip- ?ngers operative to‘ take labels from 
the pickers and bring them into contact with the front 
side of the bottle and also showing steadying' devices‘at the 
opposite: or rear side of the bottle for supporting the 



3 
bottle while the labels are being adhered thereto by the 
grip ?ngers; 

Fig. 10 is a diagrammatic horizontal section showing a 
portion of the conveyor in plan and illustrating the 
means for driving the shafts of the brush type wipers; 

Fig. 11 is a section to larger scale than Fig. 10, sub 
stantially on the line 11—11 of Fig. 10; c 

Fig. 12 is a fragmentary vertical section on the line 
12—12 of Fig. 10; 

‘Fig. 13 is a fragmentary vertical section on the line 
13-—13 of Fig. 10; g 

_ Fig. 14 is a plan view to large scale of one of the brush 
type wipers removed from its shaft; 

Fig. 15 is a section to larger scale on the line 15--15 
of ‘Fig. 14; _ 

Fig. 16 is a fragmentary vertical section transversely 
through the conveyor, showing the means for supporting 
.and- guiding the various types of wiper employed; and 
_ Fig. 17, is a plan view showing a portion of the con 
veyor, showing those two brush type wipers which are 
adjacent to each other but which turn in opposite di 
rections. 

Referring to the drawings, Figs. 1 and 2 diagram 
matically illustrate one'embodiment of the present in 
vention in a labeling machine of the kind more speci?cally 
disclosed in the copending application of Sidney T. 
Carter, Serial No. 551,012 above referred to, but it is 
to be understood that the utility of the present invention 
in its broader aspects, at least, is not limited to its em 
bodiment in a machine of this particular kind. The ma 
chine as shown in Figs. 1, 1B and 2 comprises a suitable 
frame which supports a horizontal table T, beneath which 
the motor M (Fig. 1), the main drive shaft 119, and most 
of the motion transmitting connections are located. The 
drive shaft 119 turns through an angle of 360° for each 
cycle of operations, that is to say, during that sequence 
of motions of the essential label-applying devices which 
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include the application of glue to a picker, removal of . 
labels from a magazine by a picker, the adhering of the 
labels to the article by suction-type grip ?ngers and the 
wiping of one end of each label by a wiper of a ?rst 
set. However, the wiping of the opposite end of each 
label is accomplished by the wipers of a second set during 
the succeeding cycle. 
The machine is designed to receive the bottles to be 

labeled from a suitable supply and to deliver them, after 
the labels have been applied, to a conveyor, stack or any 
other suitable receiver. As illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2, 
the bottles are supplied to the machine by a conveyor S, 
which as illustrated is laterally offset from the line of 
the article path. After receiving the labels the bottles are 
discharged onto a receiving conveyor R which is also here 
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shown as laterally offset from the center ‘of the article ’ 
path. 
The entrance portion of the article path is indicated at 

E (Fig. 2); the gumming and label-applying station is 
indicated at G and the wiping station at L. 
For moving the bottles along the article path there 

is provided an endless conveyor C (Fig. 2) comprising 
a link chain 100 (Fig. 1), each link of which is provided 
vwith a ?at plate 101 (Figs. 3, 4, 5, 9, 10 and 17). 
These plates, in the upper horizontal run of‘ the con 
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veyor, collectively provide a support on which the bottles - 
B rest as they are moved along the conveyor path, the 
conveyor thus constructed being of generally conventional 
type. As the articles move along the article path they 
are con?ned and steadied by means of conventional guide 
rails. The conveyor chain 100 is driven uninterruptedly 
by suitable connections from the drive motor so that 
its upper run moves from left to right, as viewed in Figs. 
1, 1a and 2. The upper run of the chain rests upon 
horizontal supporting rails so that the upper run is kept 
horizontal. 
At the entrance end B of the machine the bottles sup-' 

plied by the conveyor S are engaged by a rotating feed 
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screw or helix 153, whose axis is parallel to the rectilinear 
article path de?ned by the conveyor C and the guard rails. 
The machine here illustrated is designed to apply labels 
to three bottles at the same‘ time, and for this pur 
pose the feed screw makes three revolutions for each 
cycle of the machine, that is to say, for each revolution 
of the main shaft 119. The delivery end portion of the 
feed screw is of a pitch such that it imparts to a bottle the 
same linear velocity of advance as that of the con 
veyor chain 100. As here illustrated, for simplicity in 
description, the machine is shown as adapted to apply 
labels to the front side only of the bottle, but if desired, 
the machine may readily be modi?ed to apply body 
labels both to the front and rear of the bottle. 
At the gumming station G suitable means is provided 

for supplying gum to the labels. As illustrated, the ap 
paratus is designed simultaneously to apply a body label 
and a wrap-around neck label to each bottle. A maga 
zine structure for holding labels of both types is illustrated 
in Fig. 6. This structure comprises a frame 400 which 
supports three label magazines,ie'ach designed to hold a 
stack of body labels L’ and a stack of wraparound neck 
labels L2 in readiness to be applied to the bottle, the 
three magazines making itpossible to supply labels simul 
taneously for application to three successive bottles mov 
ing along the conveyor path.‘ These'magazines are of 
generally customary type (except that each holds both 
a body label and a neck label) having provision for ad 
justment to take labels of different sizes and shapes. 

_ Associated with each magazine is a picker P’, P2 and 
P3 respectively (Figs. 1, 1*, 7 and 8). Each picker 
comprises a pair of relatively movable blades 401, 402; 
disposed in the same plane and which are mounted to os 
cillate simultaneously about the axis of the picker shaft 
.403 (Fig. 1a) and also to move toward and from each 
other axially of the shaft. Pickers of'this general type 
and means for actuating them are disclosed‘ in the patent 
to Holm 1,901,101. However, since the present machine 
is designed to apply a body label and a neck label at the 
same time, the picker blades 401 and 402 (Figs. 7 and 
8) are provided with faces 404 and 405 to which adhesive 
may be applied and which are so shaped and located as 
concomitantly to ‘contact and pick labels from each of the 
stacks L' and L2 in the magazine. , g V I 

At the gumming station G there is_ provided a gum 
box 194 and means for transferring gum from the gum 
box to the faces 404 and 405 of each picker blade. Such 
guin transfer means may be of, generally conventional 
type and need not be described vin further detail. ,g 
While receiving the gum, the blades ,‘401 and 402 of 

each picker are disposed in edge-to-edge relation, as 
shown in Fig. 1, but as the picker blades contact the label 
in the magazine they begin to separate, thus assisting in 
uniformly spreading the adhesive over the. label and at 
the same time provide the space between the blades 
through which the corresponding gripper ?nger may pass 
in order to strip thelabel from the picker. In Fig. 1a 
the picker blades are shownseparated to allow the grip 
?ngers 406, 407 and 408, corresponding to .each 
respective picker, to pass between thepicker blades so as 
to take the label from the picker blades and move it into 
adhering contact with the bottle. ' 

Since the bottles are moving without interruption along 
the conveyor path, it is necessary that the‘ grip ?ngers, 
while they are applying the labels to the bottles, move 
simultaneously with the bottles at the same speed longi 
tudinally of the conveyor pathas the bottles. Thus the 
‘grip ?ngers in the present machine must not only oscil 
late in carrying the labels from the transfer position into 
contacting relation to the bottles, but while in the latter 
position they must move lengthwise of the conveyor path. 
The grip ?ngers 4106, 407 and 408 (Fig.. 1a) are se 

cured at their lower: ends to a shaft 409 which is ar 
ranged to rock and al'so to move endwise in suitable bear~ 
ings, one of which is shown at 410. Any suitable means, 
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feceiving'iits motion from the main. shaft: 119, may be 
employed for; imparting; such motions to ‘the shaft. 409, 
for'example, "such means as is more fully disclosed in 
the aforesaid copending application of Carter. Each 
grip; ?nger, in. accordance witht'the present invention, is 
provided withltwo‘sets 411 and-412-respectively, of suction 
ports; :the‘v two ‘sets: being so located as to‘register with body 
and neck labels, respectively, which‘ are adhering to the 
surf‘aces404and405 respectively of the pickers. Suitable 
means, ‘not here shown, for example an air pump and an 
automaticallyeactuated valve, establishes suction at the 
p‘o'rtsat the proper time'in the cycle to enable the grip 
?ngersto take: the labels from the pickers, vand then to 
brealcithe suction at the. ports at the proper time in the 
cycle to' permitwthe’ grip ?ngers; to leave the labels in 
adhering‘ contact with the bottle while the grip ?ngers 
return to; the transfer point. 

As‘ illustrated in Fig. 9, each of- the grip ?ngers 
whichi'receives. the label from: the pickers and transfers 
it. to the bottle: has an. upper pad 408*‘ for transferring 
the neck. labels anda lower pad; 408‘u for transferring 
the body label. The upper pad has within it the suc 
t'ionl ports 412,. and thelower pad has the suction ports 
41-11. . 

‘ The, upper pad 408“ (Fig. 9) is carried by a long, 
upwardly extending spring; arm 445 secured at its lower 
end to a part 4146* which is‘attached to an arm 447 ?xed 
tots‘haft 409. Desirably,:a spring-leaf 445“, also ?xed to 
part 446, is provided in. order to‘ stiffen the primary 
spring 445. The lower Pad 4081, is ?xed to a rigid arm 
448 secured at. its’ lower end to an- arm, 449 of a bell 
‘crank' lever pivoted on a. pin 450'?xed in, the‘ arm 447. 
A coiled spring 451,. resting on an, abutment 452 carried 
by the part 446, engages a second arm of the bell-crank 
lever. and tendsto. swing the‘ arm 448 in a counterclock 
wisedirection so‘, as to urge the suction pad 408b toward 
the- bottle, At the rear. side of the article path ashaft 
409i, parallel to the shaft 409, carries an arm 4478' 
similar‘ to. the arm 447,, to which is ?xed a part 446%. 
To this latter part. there is secured the lower end of a 
‘spring arm 445h provided atits- upper end with a bottle 
,stleadying pad- 453 and‘ with a‘ bifurcated resilient hold- . 
down. am 454 designed to straddle the .bottle cap so as 
vfurther to steady the bottle during the application of the 
labelhy the grip'?nger. - ' l v 

bottle. centering yoke 455 is carried by a rigid arm 
456 ?xed at itslower jend tola part 457‘ mounted on the 
va1'n1_.‘447*". A. ‘coil... compression spring 451!1 tends to 
swing, the, arm 45'6, ills?! clockwise direction,‘ the yoke 
455 being shaped- to ?tv ‘about the;bod,y portion of the 
bottle and thus to center the latter with reference‘ to the 
label-applyingpadsr ’ ' , . Q 

To insure the proper wiping of'the ‘neck label, espe 
cijally when its. ends nearly meet or actually overlap, it 
‘is necessary, after adhering the mid-portion of the label 
to; the bottle, successively‘ to‘ wipe the opposite end por 
tions or thellabel. In a machine employing six wiping 
‘elements and which applies labels to three ‘bottles simul 
taneously during each rotation of the main shaft, this 
may‘ be‘ accomplished" by" imparting to‘ the wiping mech 
'anism one revolution for" each" rotation of themain shaft, 
and‘ arranging the‘ wiping elements in two setsv of three 
each,’so that‘ each wiping) element will contact each label 
twice as Athebottle‘ moves‘throu'gh the wiping zone, ‘ 
l'iln the preferred embodiment'herein illustrated, the 
‘two wiping stepsv areaccom'plish'ed by the‘ use of six wiper 
'as'semblies'arranged in two sets of three each. Each of 
these'wiper assemblies comprises a .pressureftype wiper 
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at [the front of the article path and a rotary brush-wiper ~ 
at the'rear of the article‘ path.‘ The pressure type wipers 
may, for example, be of ‘the construction more fully de 
scribed in the patentlto Carter 2,665,025, January ‘5, 
‘1954, or inthe patent’; to Essen,2,267,903,\Decemb_er 30, 
:1941-. “All. of the brush; wipers, are caused, to. revolve 

70 
‘ 3443 of .the resilient pressure type. 
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shaft,‘ while‘ at the‘same time each. brush wiper is ‘turned 
about its own. axis twice for each revolution of the wiper 
mechanism as a whole. concomitantly, all of the pres 
sure type wipers revolve in an orbital path, once for each 
rotation of the main shaft. When using‘ a brush pro 
vided with bristles extending through a 90° arc, reach 
brush will be in contact with the label while" the‘ main 
shaft is turning through 45 °._ 
While the present invention primarily relates‘ to the 

provision of means for applying- labels of‘the. wrap-around 
type such ascustomarily applied to‘ the neck portions. of 
the bottles, the invention is here illustrated as embodied 
in apparatus. which is also capable. of applying‘ body 
labels as well as the neck‘labels. While, as illustrated 
in Fig. 2, the apparatus is arranged ‘tosupply body labels 
for application to the frontIonl-y‘ of the bottlespthe ma 
chine as a‘ whole is so designed that by the addition-of 
appropriate label magazines, glue supply, pickers and. 
‘grip ?ngers at. the rear of the machine, labels‘ may be 
applied to the rear of the bottle in addition to those 
applied, at the front, the ‘wiping devices being adequate, 
without substantial modi?cation to wipe body labels at 
either front or rear. Thus,- as» illustrated in Fig. 16, at 
the wrapping station L, body label wiping devices are‘ 
arranged at. front and rear respectively, of the article 
path, each of said body label wiper devices being of the 
pressuretype, the body label wiping devices at front and 
rear being substantially alike, although as here‘ shown, 
the rear. wiper elements serve. only as abutments. For 
wiping the neck labels, auxiliary ‘wiping elements, here 
inafter more fully described, are mounted on the main 
wipingdevices at‘ the front only,.and. partake of. certain of 
the motions of the latter. 

For actuatingthe wipingdevices at the front and rear 
of the article path, the machine frame (Fig. 4) supports 
bearings for two pairs of vertical shafts 326v and 327, 
the shafts of one pair being at the front and those, of 
the other pair being at the rear. 
actuating body‘ label wiper devices atv the front and, rear 
of they article path are substantially alike, it is su?icient 
as respects these body label wiper devices to describe 
only that one which is at the front of the article path. 
As respects thistparticular wiper device, the shafts 326 
and‘ 327 which actuate it are driven by appropriate me 
chanical ‘connections (not here shown) from the main 
shaft 119, so that these shafts 326 and 327 turn in the 
same direction and-make one complete revolutionfor 
each rotation of the. shaft 119. However, it is desirable 
for reasons hereafter pointed out that the shafts 326 and 
327 turn at non-uniform angular velocities while the main 
shaft turns uniformly. _ p i _ ‘i 

To the upper ends of the shafts 326.. and 327 (Fig. 4) 
there are secured crank arms 333 and 334 respectively, 
eachprovided with a crankpin 336i and 337 ‘respectively. 
The crankpins are journaled in bearings providedin an 
elongate wiper support 338, the cranks being so arranged 
thatas ‘the shafts 326 and 327 rotate, the wipersupport 
338 moves bodily in an orbital path with. the longer 
dimension of the support always parallel to the article 
path,v although the support moves back and forth parallel 
to the article pathandjalso toward and from the latter. 
The support 338 carries two sets of cylinders, those 

of one ‘set being designated by the numeral 339 and those 
of the other set by'thenumeral 340, the axes of these‘ cyl 
indersbeing spaced, apart a distance equal to the spacing 
of thebottles' B as the latter movealong the article path. 
Y, Within each of the cylinders (Fig.. 16) there‘ slides a 
piston 341 having ‘a piston rod 342. The ‘outer end of 
each piston rod carries a bracket 343 or 343“ respec- ' 
tively, on. which is mounted a body label ‘wiper 344 or 

v Air under pressure 
is supplied to each of thecylinders from .a suitable 
source and under the control. ofautomatically actuated 
valve means. (notshown), the; arrangement being ~such 
that as. the. housing 338 moves towardu-the'article? path 

Since the means for i 



"to the shaft extension 337a.‘ 
"larra'ngedwoaxially with the clutch element 418' and is 
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and'the wiper 344 ‘comes into contact with. the bottle, 
‘the pad vwillicompress a distance of. the order of from 
3716". to. 1,4"; the remainder- of ‘the compressionv being 
taken up by ‘the air in the cylinder. At the rear of the 
article path, ‘the wiper support 338a (Fig. 4) is actuated 
in the same way by the shafts 326 and 327, and supports 
cylinders like the cylinders 339 and 340. - 

Since the bottle is traveling along the article path at 
'aluniform linear velocity, and since the wiper support 
338' has an- orbital motion in a horizontal plane, being 
supported bythe'parallel cranks 334 and 335, it follows 
that if the cranks were to turn at- uniform angular 
velocity, there would'be only one point in the cycle at 
which the bottle and the wiper would be moving at the 
same speed. In order to insure proper wipingiof the 
label, the contact of the wiper with the label must be 
for an interval of time exceeding that at which the wiper 
and bottle would be traveling at the same speed if the 
'crankarms were turning at uniform angular velocity. 
For this ‘reason',*the shafts 326' and 327 are turned at . 
a‘var‘ying angular ‘velocity as'above noted, suitable mech 
anis'mnot here-shown being employed for the purpose 
of providing such varying angular velocity. ' ' 

Such ‘means for varying vthe ‘angular velocity of the 
shafts 326 and 327'may, for example, comprise a suit- 1 I 
ablyv contoured ‘cam'turning' in‘ti'me with the ‘shaft 119 
and which operates periodically to tighten or loosen 
a sprocket chain by means of which the shafts 326 and 
327 are‘ driven. 'Such an arrangement, for example, is 
‘that more fully‘de'scribed ‘in the above copending appli-' 
cation'of Carter. In Fig. 3 the wiper devices are shown 
as the wipers ‘are approaching the bottles; in Fig. 4 the 
wiper devices are at the mid-point of the wiping cycle, 
and in: Fig. 5 the wiper devices are shown as beginning 
to recede from the bottles. 7 ' 

~ Referring to‘ Fig. 16, the conveyor, 100 is shown'as 
supporting a ‘bottle'B (indicated in broken lines) and 
the bracket 343 which supports the front body-label 
wiper 344 is shown as carrying an upwardly directed 
arm‘ 510 which supports a wiper pad 511 of the resilient 
'cushion type designed to press the central portion of the 
neck label‘ against thev front of the bottle and also’to 
"support"the bottle ‘in opposition to the thrust‘, ofthe 
‘rotaryneck-IabeI"wipers. v‘The bracket 3143,a which as 

‘shown in Fig. 'loy‘carries a body-label presser pad 344“, ‘supports an'upwa‘rdlyv directed‘ arm 512 provided with 
a ‘pad 513,‘ whichvfunctions to.steady the bottle during 
the application'of vthe‘ fron't body label. Therear wiper 
"supporting. casing 3389- supports an auxiliarycasing 414 
comprising upper: and‘lower plates 415 and 416‘suita'bly_. 
heldin spaced relation. _These plates ‘are cut away to 
provid’eithe vertically aligned recesses 417 '(Fig. 17)‘ into 
‘which-jprojectsjan upward, extension 337a of the shaft 
'327'."*A' drive clutch element 41_8‘(Fig. 13) is splined 

resiliently-urged into contact with the clutch element‘ by 
"a rubber'washer 420 whose pressure is varied by tight 
ening- or loosening bolts 421.‘ This‘ arrangement for 
driving the sprocket'annulusis designed to avoid damage 
to the parts‘if a bottle should break or become displaced 

ytduring'its'travel along the article path. 
- -' The plates- 415 and 416 carry hearings in which ver 
tical‘ brush shafts 422,423, 424, 425, 426 and‘ 427’ 
.(Fig‘..-l0_)¥are journaled,'each brush‘ shaft extending up 
above the’ upper plate 415 to provide a‘hub H on which 
atwiper'brush 438 :(Fig. 17) is mounted. A sprocket 
”528'(Figs. 10 ‘and 11) is ?xed to'each of the shafts 422 
‘to '.427"hetwe'enthe plates 415 and 416. Adjacentto 
'eachof'the shafts 423, 424, 426 and 427 there is a shaft 
3,5129 (Fig. 13) ‘on which is mounted an idler sprocket 430‘. 
"The sprocket 419 above‘ referred to and which is 

v"mounted ‘on the‘upper extension 3373 of the shaft 327 
“*is'ofia‘diamet'ertwicejthat of the sprockets 528 on the 
ihru‘shshafts’f'Anarm vA’ (Fig. 10) comprising upper 

A sprocket annulus 419 is . 

3O * 

' a radius of the brush shaftIperpendicuIar to the article 
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and’lower' spaced plates 431 and-432133.13) 1s ar 
ranged to swing- about‘zthe' axisnofthewshaft extension 
3378. and supports .a shaft 433'on' which is mounted-an 
idler sprocket 434. A spring ‘:435 (Fig. 10) tends'to 
swing the‘arm' A’ in a’counterclockwise direction, while 
an adjustable stop 436 limits its sw-ing'in the-opposite 
direction. -A‘ sprocket chain 437 is- trained about'the 
sprocket annulus 419 and about'the idler sprockets 430 
and about the sprockets-528 on the'brush'shafts 422 to 
427,. and also aboutv theidler sprocket.434, the chain 
being so guided by the several idler-Ysprockets‘that as 
the drive annulus 419 is turned, the brush shafts 422, 
‘423 and 424 turn in a clockwise'hirection, while the 
brush shafts 425, 426 and 427 ‘turn ‘counterclockwise. 
The arm A’, spring 435,‘ and sprocket .434 keep the 
sprocket chain taut so v.that it willnot jump .oif-ofthe 
sprocket wheels. A brush 38. (Fig'v..4)'is ?xed to the 
upper‘ end portion of each ofthe brush shafts 422 to 
427. Each brush (Fig. 14)’ comprises a hub‘ 439 hav 
ing a bore for the reception of the shaft, the hub pref 
erably being‘ split to permit'itito bei clamped about the 
‘shaft. and‘also to be adjusted angularly -or up or down 
with reference to the shaft. The hub 439 ‘of ‘the brush 
has a quadrant shaped extension 439'3 having an arm 
ate rim ‘440 provided with radial-bores in v‘whichtufts 
441 of brush bristles are ?xed.‘ ' ‘ - ' ‘ - 

Each of ‘the neck label wiping pads‘ 511- carried by the 
?rst three of the brackets 510 at the front of the machine 
is shaped at its‘right-hand portion (Fig. 17) to extend 
through‘ an arc‘ of approximatelyv ‘90° "SK-measured from 

path)v While at the qopp'ositeside'of said radius thepad 
extends about the bottle-'nec'k‘throu'gh an arc of from 
5°- to 10°-.' Each of the ?rst three brackets 510 also 
carries a guard plate‘7442- (Fi'g.--l7-)" to prevent the brush 
bristles ‘from contacting the 'Aadhesively-coated left-hand 
‘end portion of the labelbefore-said'portion ‘has been 
wiped‘ into contact-with the bottle neck.‘ _ ' 
-A guard plate 443-(Fig. 1_7)->i's"als‘o provided at-the 

right-hand side of the wiper'pad 5111 to prevent the 
brush from contacting andirapidly‘ wearing the rubber 
wiper pad when the-‘r‘nachin'e'is running-without bottles. 
As shown in Fig. 17; ‘each of the neck-‘label wiper pads 

‘511a, carried by the last‘threev of the brackets v510 'at‘the 
front of the machine is preferably shaped to embrace 
1the bottle neck-through an arc of approximately 180°. 

Referring to Figs. 3, 4,5 and 17,‘_'it will be ‘seen that 
the‘ axes of the‘ left-handset of brush wipers are located 
to the left of vertical planes through the ‘axes of__the 
corresponding cylinders 3'39"and ‘3440f elf-center 
position of the brush axes is such "thatf'a line connecting 
the axis of the wiper brush and the‘axis‘ ‘of a bottle 
whose label is'bein'gvwiped by brush will pass'through 
the’free edge vof the right-hand‘end'por'tion ,of the label 
‘after it has been wiped downlb'y the ‘brush. ' As here 
‘illustrated, the label is of. such ‘length that its ends when 
properly wiped down overlap. _Thus,[,as illustrated in 
Fig. 17, [the right-hand end portionof'the label must‘be 
,wiped beyond the vertical plane throughithexaxis of the 
cylinder 340. ExperimentE has shownythat abrush wiper 
will not satsifactorily wipe a labeljbeyond a planethrough 
the axisof the brush wiper ‘and-the bottle.’ ' According 
ly, the axes of the brush-wipers are off-set as above ,de 
scribed, so that the extreme end portion of the label may 
be wiped down properly. In the same way the brush 
wipers of the right-hand set‘i‘are‘sirnilarly offset to the 
right, soas to insure a proper wipin’gpioffthe'left-hand 
end portion of the label. 4 _ I 

There is no necessity for providing a‘ guard plate like 
the guard plate 442 in association with the right-hand 
set of brush wipers because theright-hand' end portions 
of the labels ‘have already been'wiped'dowm'so' that their 
gumrned surfaces are not exposed.’"~However, the‘right 
hand ' brush wipers ' are" provided‘ ' with‘ ‘guards 443“ and 
443h at opposite sides<rcspectively,‘*to prevent undue 
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wear‘ of the wiper pads when the machine is running 
Without bottles. 
When, as is sometimes required, the ends of the neck 

label do not overlap but are spaced apart for instance 
from $4" to 1/2", substantially the same wiping mecha 
nism will be employed, except that it would then be de— 
sirable to provide guard plates like the plates 442 at the 
right-hand sides of the pads‘ 5118 of the second set‘ of 
wiper brushes, and to reverse the direction of rotation 
of the wiper brushes as compared‘ with that indicated by 
the arrows in Fig. 17'. Obviously, if it were desired 
to apply a wrap-around label to the body portion, for 
example, of a bottle instead of to the neck, or, in fact, to 
another article than a bottle, wiper means of the kind 
above disclosed may be employed for the purpose. 

While one desirable embodiment of the invention has 
herein been illustrated and described, it is to be under 
stood that the invention, in its broader aspects is not 
con?ned to the precise details herein illustrated, but is 
to be regarded as" broadly inclusive of all modi?cations 
which fall within the scope of the appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. A labeling machine of the kind wherein a bottle to 

be labeled is moved uninterruptedly along a predeter- I 
mined article path, a conveyor for so moving the bottle, 
means for'adhering the central portion of a label to the 
bottle while the latter is so moving, label wiping means 
and means for supporting the wiping meansfor bodily 
movement along the conveyor path, characterized in that 
the wiping means comprises a rotary brush turning about 
an axis parallel to the axis of the bottle, and means for 
turning the brush in a direction to-wipe an end portion 
of the label about the bottle. 

2. A labeling machine of the kind wherein a bottle to 
be labeled is moved uninterruptedly along a predeter 
mined article path, a conveyor for so moving the bottle, 
means for adhering the central portion of a label to the 
bottle while the latter is so moving, label wiping means 
and means for supporting the wiping means for bodily 
movement along the conveyor path, characterized in that 
the wiping means comprises a pair of rotary brushes each 
turning about an axis which is parallel to the axis of the 
bottle, the axes of the brushes being spaced apart length 
wise of the article path, and means for turning the brush 
es‘ in directions such that one is operative to wipe one end 
portion of the label about the bottle and the other is 
operative to wipe the other end portion of the label 
about the bottle. 

3. A labeling machine of the kind wherein bottles- to 
be labeled are moved unint'erruptedly along a predeter 
mined article path, a conveyor for so moving the‘ bottles, 
means for supplying bottles to the conveyor and for 
spacing them equidistantly apart on the conveyor, means 
for adhering a label simultaneously to each of a‘ group 
of bottles while the latter are so moving, the label-ad 
hering means being operative to apply the central por 
tion of the label to the bottle while leaving the end por 
tions of the label unattached, label wiping means and 
means for supporting the wiping means for bodily move 
ment toward and from the article path and also for bodily 
movement longitudinally of the article path, character 
ized in that the wiping means comprises a plurality of 
brushes turning about parallel axes located in a plane 
parallel to the article ‘path and spaced apart along said 
path a distance equal to the spacing of the axes of suc 
cessive bottles, and means for rotating all of said brushes 
simultaneously in a direction such that each brush is ef 
fective to wipe one end ‘portion of a label about a corre 
sponding bottle of the group. 

4. A labeling machine of the kind wherein bottles to 
be labeled are moved uninterruptedly along a predeter 
>mined article path, a conveyor for so moving the bottles, 
means for supplying bottles to they conveyor and for 
spacing them equidistantly apart on the conveyor, means 
for adhering a label simultaneously to each‘ of a group 
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of bottles“ ‘while'the'latter’ are so'movinggthe-label-adhefi 
ing- means being operative to: apply the central portion 
of the label- to the bottle while leaving the end? portions 
of the label unattached, label wiping, means‘, andm'eans 
for supporting“ the wiping means for? bodily movement 
longitudinally‘ of thefarti'cle path, said wiping means 
comprising" two groups‘o‘f rotary brushes, all‘, of said 
brushes turning about‘ parallel taxes located in.‘ a plane 
parallel! to‘ the article path, the axes of the'brushes being 
spaced apart along ‘said path a distance equal to the 
spacing ofthe axes‘ of‘ successive bottles, and means, for 
rotating: the brushes of one group in a direction such 
that each brush, of said group wipes one end portion: of 
a label about a correspondihg‘bottle, and means‘for rotat 
ing the‘ brushes of the? other group in‘the opposite direc 
tion thereby to wipe theiopposite end portion of each 
label‘, about the corresponding bottle. 

5.‘ A labeling machine wherein'bottles to belabeled are 
moved uninterruptedly along; a predetermined article 
path,‘ a conveyor‘for so moving: the articles, and. means 
for applying‘ ‘to: the neck. of a. bottle while the latter‘ is 
so moving along-the article path, a label which embraces 
the neck through an‘ are which exceeds 180°, the means 
for applying theil’abel comprising a: resilient pad provided 
with suction ports which: movesithe‘ central portion of the 
label into adhering: contact with, the: bottle neck, and 
bl'lJShitYPGWlPBI'S' operative, in-succession, to apply wiping 
force ?rst. torone end portion of the label‘ and then to 
the other end portion. 

6. In. a labeling machine‘of the kind: wherein bottles 
to be labeled‘aremo‘ved‘in': succession along‘ a predeter 
mined article path, and having means operative simul 
taneously to adhere labels to each of the articles of a 
group of. such‘ articles while said/ group‘ of articles is 
moving uninterruptedly along. said path, a plurality of 
pickers, in number equal to’ the number of articles 
‘constituting'such group,. an equal number of label maga 
zines, means operative simultaneously» to‘move the several 
pickers‘ to take l'a'bels‘from the respectivemagazines and 
to‘ carry them to a transfer station,‘ a. group of grip 
?ngers; equal in' number to‘ the number of pickers, and 
which are‘ operative‘ to‘ take labels from the transfer 
station and to adhere the central portions of the respec 
tive labels to the bottles constituting said group, means 
for moving the: grip ?ngers in‘a' direction‘parallel to the 
article path‘ and at the same linear speed as the bottles 
while holding the labelsin contact ‘with the bottles, each 
grip ?nger being so‘ constructed and arranged as to em 
brace approximately 90" of‘ the circumference of the 
bottle, and Wiping means operative to complete the wiping 
of the label ‘about the bottle, the wiping means being 
bodily movable along the article path whileperforming 
the wiping operation‘ and comprising elements which act 
successively to‘ wrap the opposite end portions of the 
label about the bottle. . 

7. In a labeling machine ‘of the kind wherein bottles 
to be labeled: are movedin succession along a predeter 
mined article path, and having means operative simul 
taneously to adhere labels to each of the articles of a 
group‘ of such articles while said group‘of articles is 
moving uninterruptedly ‘along said path, a plurality of 
pickers, in number equal to the number of articles con 
stituting such group, an equal number of label magazines, 
means operative simultaneously to move the several 
pickers to take labels from the respective magazines and 
to carry them‘ to a transfer station, a group of grip 
?ngers, in number‘ equal to the number of pickers and 
which are operative to take labels from the transfer sta 
tion and to adhere the central portions of the respective 
labels to the several bottles constituting said- group, means 
for moving the grip ?ngers in a direction parallel to the 
article path and at the same linear speed as the bottles 
while holding the labels in contact with the bottles, and 
wiping means voperative to complete the wiping of the 
label about the bottle, said wiping, means comprising; two. 
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sets of wiper elements, the number of wiper elements in 
each'set cquallingthe number of bottles in the group, 
and‘ means operative toactuate one set of wiper elements 
to wipe in one end portion of the label, and means opera 
tive to cause the other set of wiper elements thereafter 
to wipe in the opposite end portions‘of the label. 

- i 8. In a labeling machine of the kind wherein bottles 
to be labeled are moved in succession and in. de?nitely 
.spaced relation along a predetermined article path and 
having means operative simultaneously to adhere labels 
to each of the articles of a group of such articles while 
said group of articles is moving uninterruptedly along 
said path, a plurality of pickers, in number equal to the 
number of articles constituting such group, an equal 
number of label magazines, means operative simulta 
neously to move the several pickers to take labels from 
the respective magazines and to carry them to a transfer 
station, a group of grip ?ngers, equal in number to the 
number of pickers, and which are operative to take labels 
from the transfer station and to adhere the central 
portion of each respective label to one of the bottles 
constituting said group, means for moving the grip ?ngers 
in a direction parallel to the article path and at the 
same linear speed as the bottles while holding the labels 
in contact with the bottles, each grip ?nger being so 
constructed and arrangecl'as to embrace approximately 
90° of the circumference of the bottle, and wiping means 
operative to complete the wrapping of the label about the 
bottle, said wiping means comprising two sets of rotary 
brush wipers, the number of brush wipers in each set 
equalling the number of bottles in a group, the ?rst 
wiper of the second set being spaced along the article ' 
path from the last wiper of the ?rst set a distance equal 
to the spacing of the bottles as they are moved by the 
conveyor, means operative to rotate the brush wipers of 
one set oppositely to those of the other set, means to 
move the brush wipers of one set into operative engage~ 
ment with the labels on the bottles constituting one group 
thereby to wipe in one end portion of each respective 
label, and means operative thereafter to cause the brush 
wipers of the other set operatively to engage the labels 
on the bottles of. the same group, thereby to wipe in the 
opposite end portions of the respective labels. 

> 9. In a labeling machine of the kind wherein, during 
a single rotation of a drive shaft, labels are applied to 
va group ‘of bottles and which comprises a conveyor for 
moving a series of bottles, arranged in spaced tandem 
relation, uninterruptedly along a predetermined article 
path, a plurality of ‘magazines, equalling in number the 
numberof bottles which‘ constitutes each of said groups, , 
all of said magazines being at the same side of said path 
and being equally spaced apart along said path, a picker 
corresponding to each magazine, a grip ?nger correspond 
ing to each picker and which is operative to take a label 
from the picker and to adhere its center portion to a . 
corresponding bottle, all of said pickers and all of said 
grip" ?ngers being located at the same side ofsaid path, 
and wiper means operative to wipe one end portion of 
the label which adheres to each bottle of a group into 
contact with the corresponding bottle, means for actuat 
ing the pickers, grip ?ngers and said wiper means during 
one rotation of the drive shaft, additional wiper means 
for wiping the opposite end portions of the labels which 
adhere to each bottle of a group into contact with the 
respective, bottles, and means operative to actuate said 
latter wiping means during the next successive rotation 
of the drive shaft while the ?rst-named wiper means is 
wiping labels adhering to bottles of the next preceding 
group. . 

'10. In a labeling machine of the kind wherein, during 
a single rotation of a drive shaft, a neck label of the 
wrap-around type is applied to each of three bottles and 
which comprises a conveyor for moving a series of bottles 
arrangedrin de?nite, spaced tandem relation uninter 
ruptedly along a predetermined article path, three maga 
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12 
zines each‘designed to hold neck labels, all said maga 
zines being at the same side of said path and being 
equally spaced apart, three pickers operative to take 
labels from the respective magazinesand to carry them 
to a transfer station, three grip ?ngers each operative to 

' take a label from the transfer station and to adhere the 
central portion of the label to the neck of a correspond 
ing bottle, all of said pickers and grip ?ngers being lo 
cated at the same side of the article path, and three 
power-driven, rotary wiper elements each operative to 
Wipe one end portion of a label about the corresponding 
bottle, means for actuating the pickers, grip ?ngers and 
said. wiper elements during one rotation of the drive 
shaft, three additional power-driven, rotary wiper ele 
ments ‘each operative to wrap the opposite end portion 
of the label about a corresponding bottle, all of said 
rotary wiper elements being located at the opposite side 
of the article path from the pickers and means opera 
tively for actuating said last-named wiper elements dur 
ing the next successive rotation of the drive shaft. 

11. In a labeling machine according to claim 10, 
wherein all of the wiper elements are rotary brushes, 
means for turning the ?rst three of said brushes in one 
direction, and means vfor turning the other three brushes 
in the opposite direction. 

12. Apparatus in accordance with claim 10, compris 
ing means for moving the grip ?ngers and both sets of 
brushes longitudinally of the article path while they are 
in operative contact with the labels. 

1-3. In combination, in apparatus for applying to the 
neck of a bottle a label which extends more than 180° 
about the bottle neck and wherein a drive shaft makes 
one revolution while a label is being removed from a 
magazine by a picker, taken from the picker by a grip 
?nger, and brought into adhesive contact with the bottle, 
and a wiper element contacts one end portion only-of 
said label and wraps said end portion about the bottle 
neck, and wherein constantly moving conveyor means 
advances the bottle uninterruptedly along a predetermined 
article path, and wherein the aforesaid wiper element is 
mounted on a support located at the opposite side of the 
article path, from the grip ?ngerand wherein said sup 
.port is moved bodily in a closed orbit during each ro 
tation of the drive shaft, a second wiper element mounted 
on the same support but in such- spaced relation to the 
?rst wiper element that it contacts the opposite end por 
tion of the label adhering to said bottle during the next 
rotation of the drive shaft subsequent to that during 
which the ?rst wiper element contacted the label and 
while the ?rst ,wiping element is wiping the label of an 
other bottle, each of said wiper elements being a rotary 
'brush, means forturning the brushes in opposite direc 
tions and atan angular velocity such that each brush 
makes two complete turns for each rotation of the drive 
shaft. ' 

14. In combination, in apparatus according to claim 
13, wherein the wiper support is carried by two crank~ 
pins ?xed to cranks which are mounted on parallel 
shafts whose axes are spaced apart and in a plane parallel 
to the article path and wherein said shafts turn in the 
same direction, once for each rotation of the drive shaft, 
and wherein each wiper brush is mounted on a shaft 
turning in bearings in the support, a sprocket wheel 
?xed to each brush shaft, a sprocket coaxial with one 
‘of the cr'ankpins and ?xed relatively to said crankpin, 
and a sprocket chain which embraces the sprocket wheels 
on the brush' shafts whereby, as the support is revolved 
by the crankshafts, the brushes are rotated. 

15. Apparatus according to claim 14, wherein the 
sprocket wheel which is ?xed relatively to the crankpin 
is of a diameter twice that of the sprocket Wheels which 
are mounted on the brush shafts whereby the bI'llSh shafts 
are turned-twice for each rotation of the drive shaft. 

16. Apparatus according to claim 15, wherein ’ each 
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wiper brush has bristles extending through an arc of ap 
proximately 90“ of the circumference ofthe brush. 

1 17.. Apparatus according to claim 14, comprising idler 
sprockets operative so to guide the sprocket chain that 
the brush ‘shafts turn in opposite directions, and means 
for keeping the sprocket chain under proper tension. 

18. In combination, in a machine for applying wrap— 
‘around’ labels to bottle necks‘. and wherein the bottles 
to. be labeled are- moved uninterruptedly along a pre 
determined article path by conveyor means for apply 
ing to‘ea'ch bottle a neck label which extends more than 
180° about the periphery of 'the bottleneck, and wherein, 
during each rotation of a‘ drive shaft, neck labels are 
adhered to each of a group of bottles moving along the 
article path, the means for so adhering the labels com 
prising a plurality ofv magazines, in number equal to the 
number. of bottles forming such a group, picker means 
cooperative with each magazine to take a label‘ from the 
latter, a suction-type grip ?nger cooperative with each 
picker to take a Iabelfrorn the latter and contact its cen 
tral portion with a neck of one of the bottles, respec 
tively, comprised in such a group, each grip ?nger com 
prising, a pressure-type wiper pad which is constructed 
and arranged’ to apply pressure to a label through an arc 
of approximately 90‘, a set of‘ wiper elements, in num 
ber corresponding to the number of bottles in such a 
group, each wiper element of said set‘ being operative to 
wipe one end portion only of a label, a support on which 
said wiper elements are mounted and which revolves 
,bodily in an orbital path while moving toward and from 
the article path and also back ‘and forth along said path, 

lsaid' support being locatedv at the opposite side of the 
article path from the grip ?ngers, means for moving the 
pickerspgrip ?ngers, pressure type wiper pads and‘ said 
set of‘wiper elements through one operative cycle during 
‘each rotation of the drive shaft, and a second set of 
wiper elements “carried by the support, the wiper ele 
ments of said second‘ set being operative to wipe in the 
other ends of the labels. 

\ 19. Inv combination, an apparatus according to claim 
18 and wherein each. of the wiper elements is a rotary 
brush, means for turning the shafts of the two sets in 

, opposite directions. 
2t).~ In‘ combination, in apparatus. according to claim 

18, having means for so operating the wiper elements 
that each wiper element of the ?rst set is Wiping one end 
of the label on a boule- of one. group while each wiper 
of‘the second set ‘is completing the wiping ofa label on 

' a. bottleof the group whose labels have already been 
‘ wiped by the wipersof the ?rst set. 

, 21. Apparatus according to claim‘ 18, further charac 
terized in that the wiper support moves toward and 
from. the article path once for. each rotation of the drive 
shaft, and means for turning the wiper brushes through 

’ two complete rotations during each rotation of the drive 
shaft. 

22. Apparatus according to claim 18, wherein each 
wiper element is a rotating brush mounted on a shaft 
turning ‘inbearings on the support, a sprocket wheel‘ ?xed 
to each. brush shaft, a drive‘ sprocket carried by the sup 

I port, the drive sprocket turning once for each rotation 
of the, drive shaft andbeing of twice the diameter of the 
brush: shaft. sprocket wheels, a sprocket chain which em 
braces the several sprocket wheels, and guides means so 
disposed as to cause the brush shaft sprockets of one set 
of wiper elements to turn oppositely to the brush shafts 
of the other set of wiper elements. 

23. Apparatus“ according to claim-18, comprising means 
for adhering a body label to eachbottle of a group simul-, 
1taneously' with the adhesion of a neck label to said bottle. 

24., Apparatus according to claim 18, comprising a 
magazine ‘structure having sets of compartments, in num 
ber equal- to the number of bottles in a group, each set 

1 comprising a compartment for holding neck labels and. 
a compartment for holding body labels, the picker means‘ 
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being operative simultaneously to take‘ a label from each 
compartment of a set, an auxiliary grip ?nger operative 
to take a body label from each picker respectively, and 
adhere it to a bottle, and a pressure type wiper associated 
with each grip ?nger, said pressure type wipers being op 
erative to wipe the body labels into ?rm contact with the 
bottle‘. ‘ i 

25. Apparatus according to claim 18, comprising abut 
ment. means located at the opposite side of the article 
path from the grip ?nger and which is operative to pre 
vent the bottle from tipping during the wiping of the 
central portion of the neck label. 

26. In combination, in a machine according to claim 
18, means located at the opposite side of the article path 
from the grip ?nger for centering each bottle preparatory 
to its reception of the label. 

27. Apparatus according to claim 18, wherein a‘ pres 
sure type- wiper, opposed to each respective brush wiper, 
has ‘an arcuate, label-contacting surface of approximately 
90° extent operative to embrace the advancing quadrant 
of the bottle neck, said arcuate surface having acou 
tinuation operative to engage the trailing quadrant of 
the bottle neck through an arc of the order of 7°. ' 

28. Apparatus according to claim 27, comprising a 
guard arranged to prevent contact of a brush wiper of 
one of said sets with the gummed surface of the un 
wiped end portion‘ of the label as the wiper retreats from 
the bottle neck. 

29. Apparatus according to claim 27, comprising guard 
means to prevent direct contact of the wipers of either 
set with the pressure type wiper thereby to prevent undue 
wear of the brush type wiper when the machine ‘is run 
ning without bottles. 

30. Apparatus according to claim 27, comprising means 
engageable with the top of the bottle to prevent the latter 
from vibrating. while it is moving through the label re 
ceiving ‘zone. ‘ 

31. Apparatus according to claim 27, wherein the 
axis of each wiper brush of the ?rst set is oifset in the 
direction of the supply end of the machine from a radial 
plane perpendicular to the article path through the axis 
of a bottle located in the wiping position. 

32. Apparatus according to claim 27, wherein the 
axis of each wiper brush of the second set offset in 
the direction of the delivery end of the machine from a 
radial plane perpendicular to the article path through 
the axis of a bottle located at the wiping position. 

33. In a labeling machine in combination, means for 
moving a bottle along a predetermined path, means 
operative simultaneously to adhere the central portions 
of a body label and of a neck label to the center of one 
semi-circumference of a bottle, the neck label being of a 
length to embrace more than 180° of the bottle neck, 
wiper means of the pressure type, located at one side of 
said path, operative simultaneously to Wipe the body 
label and the central portion only of the neck label about 
the bottle, a power-driven brush wiper element operative 
‘to wipe one end portion of the neck label about the other 
semi-circumference of the bottle, and an additional 
power-driven brush wiper element operative to wipe the 
opposite end portion of the neck label about the last 
named semi-circumference of the bottle, both of said 
brushes being located at the opposite side of said path 
from the pressure-type wiping means. 

34. In combination, in a labeling machine according 
to claim 33, wherein the brush wiper elements are rotary, 
segmental brushes, parallel, spaced shafts on which the 
brushes are mounted, and power-actuated means for turn 
ing said shafts in opposite directions. 

35. In a‘ labeling machine according to claim 33 and 
which is designed to attach a neck label of such length 
that its ends overlap when it is wrapped about the bottle 
neck, two power-driven brush wiper elements, said brush 
wiper elements being so spaced apart, along said path, 
that one brush‘ wiper element‘ wipes one end of a label 
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and thereafter the other brush wiper element wipes the 
opposite end of the same label. . 

36. A labeling machine comprising a conveyor capable 
of uninterruptedly advancing bottles to be labeled, one 
after another in but a single row, along a predetermined 
rectilinear path, means located at one side of said path 
operative simultaneously to apply the central portion 
of a gummed label, designed to embrace the neck of the 
bottle through an arc exceeding 270°, to the neck of 
each bottle, respectively, of a group of bottles while said 
group, consisting of a plurality of bottles whose axes are 
all in the same vertical plane extending lengthwise of said 
path, is moving along said path, and wiper means located 
at the opposite side of said path operative to wipe the 
opposite end portions of each respective label, one after 
the other, about the neck of a corresponding bottle of 
the group while the groupnis moving along said path. 

37. A labeling machine comprising a conveyor opera 
tive uninterruptedly to advance bottles to be labeled in 
tandem relation along a single, predetermined, rectilinear 
path, and means for applying to the neck of a bottle, 
while the latter is in motion along said path, a label which 
embraces the bottle neck through an arc exceeding 360°, 
the means for applying the label comprising a label car 
rier, located at one side of said path and which moves 
transversely of the path and in so doing presses the cen 
tral portion of an adhesively-coated label against the 
neck of the moving bottle, leaving the end portions of 
the label free from the bottle neck, and wiper means, 
located at the opposite side of the path from the label 
carrier, operative to apply frictional wiping force, ?rst 
to one end portion of the label and then to the other end 
portion of the label, as the bottle continues to move un 
interruptedly along said path. 

38. A labeling machine comprising a conveyor opera 
tive uninterruptedly to move bottles in tandem relation 
along a single, predetermined path, and means for ap 
plying to the neck of a bottle, while the latter is moving 
along said path, a label which embraces the bottle neck 
through an arc of at least 360°, the applyingmeans com 
prising a grip ?nger located at one side of said path and 
which is operative to take a label from a transfer station 
and by motion transversely of said path to adhere the 
central portion of the label‘ to the neck of the moving 
bottle while leaving the end portions of the label free from 
contact with the bottle neck, and a pair of oppositely 
turning, rotary brush wipers, both located at the opposite 
side of the, path from the grip ?nger, said brush wipers 
being permanently spaced apart along said path with 
their axes at the same distance from and parallel to the 
vertical plane de?ned by the axes of the bottles as they 

_ move along said path, said brush wipers being operative 
“successively to contact the opposite end portions, respec 
tively, of a label and to wipe said ends about the bottle 
neck as the bottle continues'to move along said path. 

39. In combination in apparatus for vapplying to the 
neck of a bottlega label which extends more than 270° 
of an arc aboutthe bottle neck, means de?ning a single, 
rectilinear path along which bottles advance in tandem 
relation, and means for uninterruptedly advancing bottles 
along said path, a pressure-type wiper disposed at one 
side of said path and which is operative, by motion trans 
versely of said path, to press the central portion of an 
adhesively-coated label against the neck of a bottle 
through an arc of approximately 90°, and two rotary 

_ brush-type wipers, both located at the opposite side of 
the path from said pressure-type wiper and which are 
spaced apart along the path with their axes ,vertical and 
parallel to the vertical plane de?ned by the axes of the 
bottles moving along said path, the axes of said brush 
type wipers being so spaced that, while one wiper con 
tacts a-label on one bottle, the other wiper contacts the 
label on another bottle, and power means for driving 
said brush wipers, respectively, in directions such that 
one wipes one end of a label into contact with the neck 
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of the first bottle and the other wipes the opposite end of 
a vlabel into contact with the other bottle. 

40. In combination in apparatus for applying to the 
neck of a bottle a label which extends more than 180° 
about the bottle neck, means operative to move bottles in 
succession and in tandem relation along a single, pre 
determined, rectilinear path, pressure-type wipers ar 
ranged ‘at one side of said path and which are operative, 
by motion transversely of the path, to press the central 
portion of an adhesively-coated label against the center 
of one semi-circumference of the neck of each one of 
a group of bottles, while said group, consisting of a plu 
rality of bottles disposed in tandem relation, is moving 
along said path, rotary brush wipers located at the op 
posite side of the path from the pressure-type wipers, 
the number of brush wipers being twice the number of 
bottles in a group, said brush wipers being spaced apart 
along said path with their axes vertical and at the same 
distance from the vertical plane de?ned by the axes 
of the bottles as they move alongsaid path, said brush 
wipers being arranged in pairs, the wipers of each respec 
tive pair being operative to wipe the opposite end por 
tions, respectively, of a label into contact with the other 
semi-circumference of the bottle neck, and power means 
for turning the brush wipers of each pair in opposite 
directions. 

41. In combination in apparatus for applying to the 
neck of a bottle a label whichwextends approximately 
360° about the bottle neck, means de?ning a predeter 
mined, rectilinear path along which bottles move un 
interruptedly and in tandem relation while receiving neck 
labels, means for moving the bottles in succession along 
said path, a pressure-type wiper located at one side of 
said path and which is operative, by motion transversely 
of the path, to press the mid-portion of. an adhesively 
coated label against the bottle neck, two rotary brush 
wipers, both located at the opposite side of the article 
path from the pressure-type wiper and which are op 
erative to wipe opposite end portions, respectively, of 
the label into contact with a bottle neck, said brush-type 
wipers being spaced apart along the article path so that, 
while one of them contacts and wipes one end of a 
label into contact with the neck of one bottle, the other 
is wiping the opposite end of a label into contact with 
another bottle, and power means for constantly rotating 
said brush wipers. i, _ v 

42. A labeling machine designed to apply to an article 
a label of a length such that it may embrace the article 
through an arc exceeding ‘270°, said machine comprising 
a conveyor capable of uninterruptedly advancing articles 
to be labeled, one after another in but a single row, 
along a predetermined rectilinear path, transfer means 
located at one side of said path for bringing the central 
portion of a gummed label into contact with the moving 
article, said transfer means being operative to hold the 
label in contact with the article while the latter con 
tinues to move for a predetermined distance along said 
path, and wiper means located at the opposite side of 
said path, from the transfer means, operative successively 
to wipe the opposite end portions of the label into ad 
hering contact with the article while the latter is moving 
along the path, characterized in that both the transfer 
means and the wiping means move bodily along said 
path at the same linear speed as the article while per 
forming their respective functions. 
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